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We denote the point x¿(0)+íy,(0) by a¿ and the point Xi(l)+iy((l) by bi. We assume that the functions x¿(í) and y((t) have Holder continuous second derivatives and that the arcs £,-do not intersect. We denote the union of the £,'s by £ and the open set £2 -£ by G. We seek a function u,(x, y) which satisfies the following conditions: (a) u, is continuous in £2, (b) in G, u, satisfies the reduced wave equation (1) in all of E2.
The purpose of this note is to prove the following
Theorem.
There exists a (unique) function us satisfying conditions
Uniqueness follows from the work of Levine [2] . (Levine proves his uniqueness theorem in the three dimensional case, however his proof can easily be modified so as to apply here.) Here we will prove existence. Our method is similar to that of Leis [l] who considered the case of scattering by a piecewise smooth closed contour.
Proof of the Existence
Theorem. Let z0 = x0-H:yo and r = \z-zo\. Define where Tí* denotes the zero order Hankel function of the first kind. Then for fixed z0 and z^z0 Q satisfies (1) and (2). For small r we have
where h(r) and h'(r) are finite at r = 0 (i.e. Q(z, z0) is the fundamental outgoing solution of the reduced wave equation).
We seek a solution to the problem of the form
We assume that the unknown function <p defined on L is Holder continuous in the neighborhood of every interior point of the arcs 7,< and if d is one of the endpoints of 7,,-(ci = ai or &¿) we have | <t>(zo) | á K/1 z0 -Ci I», ZoQLf 0 ^ a < 1. K(z, Zo) is Holder continuous with respect to both variables on each of the closed arcs £¿ and £(zo, z0)tí0, ZoG£ It is required then to find a solution d> in the class h of the singular integral equation (7). <p is to be a solution in the sense that (7) holds for z on £ except perhaps at end points.
Singular integral equations of the type (7) are treated in Chapter 14 of [3] .2 If we write (7) as
we may state the results of [3] as applied to the present situation as follows. 
